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Dear Professor Nurczynski,  

 
For the upcoming magazine, I’d like to write an article that focuses on college students and 
different cultures. I think Keystonia would benefit from a profile of a Kutztown University 
student with several pen pals from other countries. It is an interesting way to see how other 
college students from different countries view the United States, and compare their cultural way 
of life to American students. 
 
For this piece I am going to interview Rima Acevedo, a senior and psychology major at 
Kutztown University, as well as her two pen pals. Andrew Wright lives in the UK, and Elfy 
Hanafi lives in Singapore. I want to find out how she created a friendship with each of these 
people and what keeps this long distance friendship going. After I interview Rima Acevedo, I 
will speak with each of the pen pals and see what is their depiction of the United States, as well 
as any cultural differences. In order to make the story relevant to college students, I plan on 
arranging the topics and questions to focus on university issues or differences. 
 
I think students sometimes forget there are other cultures that have similar life goals, but may go 
about them differently. It’s eye opening to read and learn about another student’s life outside of 
the United States. Since I’m a senior at Kutztown University, I’ll be able to relate and understand 
some of the cultural differences between the countries. I have also had several years of magazine 
writing experience while at Kutztown University through the vast majority of classes I’ve taken. 
I am eligible to write an article with such depth due to my experience as a writer, as well as the 
open mindedness and interest I have towards other cultures.  
 



I look forward to your response. Thank you for your time. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Lidia Nesci 
 

 


